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ABSTRACT

The area surrounding Lomonosov crater on Mars has a high density of seemingly organised boulder patterns. These form seemingly sorted polygons and stripes within kilometre scale blockfields, patches of boulder strewn ground which are common across the Martian high latitudes. Several hypotheses have been suggested to explain the formation of clastic patterned ground on Mars. It has been proposed that these structures could have formed through freeze-thaw sorting, or conversely by the interaction of boulders with underlying fracture polygons.

In this investigation a series of sites were examined to evaluate whether boulder patterns appear to be controlled by the distribution of underlying fractures and test the fracture control hypotheses for their formation. It was decided to focus on this suite of mechanisms as they are characterised by a clear morphological relationship, namely the presence of an underlying fracture network which can easily be evaluated over a large area.

It was found that in the majority of examples at these sites did not exhibit fracture control. Although fractures were present at many sites there were very few sites where the fracture network appeared to be controlling the boulder distribution. In general these were not the sites with the best examples of organization, suggesting that the fracture control mechanisms are not the dominant geomorphic process organising the boulders in this area.

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license. (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

1. Introduction

Clastic patterns on Mars are morphologically similar to periglacial patterned ground which is common in cold climate environments on Earth (French, 2007; Washburn, 1956). They have been identified in a variety of places on the Northern Plains of Mars (Balme et al., 2009; Gallagher et al., 2011; Levy et al., 2008a; Mangold, 2005; Orloff et al., 2011). Their distribution is summarised in Section 1.2. These features are particularly common in the area of north-eastern Acidalia Planitia, near Lomonosov crater, and so this region was chosen to be the focus of this investigation.

A survey of HiRISE images across the Northern Plains had been completed prior to this work (Barrett, 2014). This region was found to have the highest concentration of potentially sorted sites of any examined, making it most suitable for this analysis. Other putative sorted sites were more isolated, and so did not provide the same variety of features for comparison.

Terrestrial patterned ground develops through the repeated freezing and thawing of the permafrost active layer. This is the upper layer of ice rich soil, up to a metre deep on Earth, which freezes and thaws on a seasonal cycle. This seasonal thaw produces a wet environment and results in a variety of characteristic landforms such as sorted patterned ground. Thus, if Martian clastic patterns are periglacial in origin then they would provide a useful geomorphic marker for locations where thaw has occurred in the geologically recent past.

However, the current climatic conditions on Mars are not favourable for repeated thawing of ground ice due to the extreme cold and low relative humidity of the Martian near surface environment (Kieffer et al., 1992). This may suggest that instances of sorted patterned ground are relict landforms, left over from an era when the climate was more favourable for thawing. However, several alternate mechanisms have been proposed to account for the formation of these patterns without the need for thawing.

Two of these hypotheses suggest different ways in which clastic networks could form through the interaction of metre-scale clasts with an underlying fracture network. In the first hypothesis, clastic material is moved by gravitational slumping into degrading ther-
mal contraction fractures (Levy et al., 2008a). In the second, clasts are moved by the opening and closing of nearby fractures in a process known as “boulder ratcheting” (Orloff et al., 2013). These models, which will be collectively referred to as “fracture control” hypotheses, are more fully detailed in Section 1.3.

These mechanisms would potentially allow the formation of sorted clastic patterns under present environmental conditions and would thus dramatically expand the range of environments in which they can develop. Fracture polygons are ubiquitous at high latitudes on Mars and CO2 frost forms seasonally in this area. This means that clastic patterns which form through fracture control could potential occur anywhere within this environment, rather than requiring a specific microclimate, or the presence of cryobrines as would be the case with patterns which developed through a freeze-thaw mechanism.

In this investigation, examples of clastic networks were studied using HiRISE images (Delamere et al., 2003, 2010; McEwen et al., 2010). These sites were studied to evaluate what proportion of networks had an underlying fracture network and to examine the morphological relationships between the two types of network in locations where both were present.

1.1. Aims and objectives

In this investigation the fracture control hypotheses of gravitational sorting and boulder ratcheting by CO2 frost are examined to assess the likelihood that they are responsible for the formation of clastic network landforms in the Lomonosov crater region. In locations where both types of network (thermal contraction fracture networks and clastic networks) are collocated, the patterns are compared to determine whether boulder arrangements match those predicted by these models; whether boulders have been transported into polygon troughs through gravitational pull, or are arranged parallel to fracture troughs as a result of boulder ratcheting.

The aim of this study is to test whether the morphologies of the observed clastic networks are influenced or controlled by the arrangement of underlying fractures. A positive result would support the hypothesis that clastic polygon and circle landforms could have formed without the need for freeze-thaw cycles in ice-rich soil. A negative result would leave open the question of how these features formed at this site, since it does not validate the freeze-thaw hypothesis.

This study does not attempt to directly assess the alternate, freeze thaw hypothesis for the formation of these features. Fracture control is characterised by clear morphological signatures as described above. The presence or absence of fractures and the relationship between them and overlying clastic networks was easy to assess over large areas. This allowed a thorough examination of this hypothesis across the Lomonosov crater region.

The periglacial freeze thaw mechanism cannot be confirmed by the absence of a fracture network. The characteristic features of this process, such as the presence of excess ice in the sub-surface, and the evolution of patterns through repeated phases of frost heaving are harder to evaluate from the large scale geomorphology. This mechanism can be examined using analogue studies to compare the morphology and situation of Martian features to sorted patterned ground on Earth, and by considering the proximity to other putatively thaw related landforms. These methods have been applied to Martian clastic patterns by previous studies (e.g. Gallagher et al., 2011; Gallagher and Balme, 2011; Hauber et al., 2011a; R. J. Soare et al., 2016). The results of these studies informed the current work, however a direct assessment of the periglacial hypothesis through one or more analogue studies was beyond the scope of this investigation.

1.2. Clastic patterned ground on Earth

Sorted patterned ground is commonly found in periglacial landscapes on Earth. It is common in ice-rich permafrost areas such as the Canadian Arctic, northern Greenland, Iceland and Spitsbergen, as well as in lowland and alpine environments where permafrost has undergone thaw on a seasonal cycle in the geologically recent past (Feuillet et al., 2012; French, 2007; Washburn, 1956).

In these environments, the permafrost active layer freezes and thaws on a seasonal cycle. This process periodically generates areas of soil saturated by liquid water, which then refreeze during colder parts of the year. Freezing fronts propagate through the soil column from colder regions, including the region below the active layer which remains perennally frozen. Ice lenses form within the soil, heaving the surface above. Freezing fronts propagate at different speeds through areas of finer and coarser material. This results in differential frost heave between regions with more fine or coarse material. (e.g. Corte, 1963; Kessler and Werner, 2003; Kessler et al., 2001; Krantz, 1990).

Sorting occurs as a result of the positive feedback created by repeated cycles of differential frost heaving. Sedimentary materials of different sizes respond to heaving to different extents, so they are not displaced by equal amounts (Kessler and Werner, 2003; Mat-suoka et al., 2003; Nicholson, 1976). The result is that fine grained material becomes separated from coarser stones and gravel. These separate fine and coarse domains are more susceptible to differential frost heaving than the initial mixed domains, so the process becomes more pronounced with each additional cycle.

Over many seasonal cycles elaborate patterns can develop due to the interaction of coarse and fine domains. In an unconstrained setting a sorted circle would form, where rings of coarse material surround a central fine domain. However the underlying topography can result in elongated circles where material is preferentially displaced downslope. On hillsides these elongated patterns develop into sorted stripes as a result of consistently steeper gradients. The interaction between sorted forms constrains the movement of material resulting in networks of sorted polygons, stripes and labyrinthine structures (Kessler et al., 2001; Krantz, 1990; Washburn, 1973, 1956). Examples of these features are illustrated in Fig. 1. Since periglacial patterned ground results from a freeze-thaw cycle it can only occur in an environment where the upper 50 cm to 1 m of ground ice undergoes repeated thawing, producing an active layer.

1.3. Clastic patterned ground on Mars

Putative clastic patterned ground has been identified in various locations across the Northern Plains of Mars (Balme et al., 2013; Gallagher et al., 2011; Johnsson et al., 2012; Orloff, 2012) as well as at lower latitudes in Elysium Planitia (Balme et al., 2009), and in the Argyre Basin (Banks et al., 2008; Soare et al., 2016). These sites exhibit a variety of morphologies, many of which have similarities to clastic patterned ground on Earth. Organised boulder patterns have been documented both at low latitudes in Elysium Planitia (Balme and Gallagher, 2009), at high latitudes in and around Heimdal crater, near the Phoenix lander site (Gallagher et al., 2011), and across the Vastitas Borealis (Gallagher and Balme, 2011; Orloff et al., 2011).

Many clastic networks are found in proximity to fracture networks, which are ubiquitous at high latitudes on Mars (Gallagher and Balme, 2015; Levy et al., 2010, 2009a, 2008b; Mangold, 2005). These are believed (Mellon, 1997) to form through the thermal contraction cracking of ice-cemented ground as a response to sudden shifts in ground temperature away from sub-zero conditions (Lachenbruch, 1962). They exhibit a range of morphologies similar to those expressed by thermal contraction crack networks on
Earth (Halchin et al., 2012; Johnsson et al., 2012; Levy et al., 2010; Rossi et al., 2011; Soare et al., 2011; Ulrich et al., 2011). Fracture patterns have frequently been found in proximity to other periglacial landforms (Hauber et al., 2011b; Johnsson et al., 2012; Ulrich et al., 2012). In particular the scalloped depressions which are common at mid latitudes in Utopia Planitia are often superimposed by fracture networks (Halchin et al., 2014; Séjourné et al., 2011; Soare et al., 2014; Ulrich et al., 2012). Martian gullies which have been suggested to result from thawing frequently occur in proximity to polygonal structures (Levy et al., 2009b; Soare et al., 2014). Mounds which have been hypothesised to be analogous to terrestrial pingos also frequently occur on fractured terrain (Dundas and McEwen, 2010; Soare et al., 2005).

There are a number of locations where clastic patterns seem to be influenced by the underlying arrangement of fracture networks (Levy et al., 2010; Orloff et al., 2011). Consequently, it is possible that many clastic patterns are the result of interactions between the boulders and the fracture networks (Orloff et al., 2013).

1.4. Possible formation mechanisms for Martian patterned ground

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the formation of the boulder patterns on Mars. These fall into two main categories: freeze-thaw sorting of clastic material, and the interaction of boulders with fracture networks. The latter could occur through either gravitational sorting (Levy et al., 2010, 2008a; Mellon et al., 2006) or more exotic processes involving ratcheting of boulders trapped in carbon dioxide frost (Orloff et al., 2013).

1.4.1. Boulder ratcheting

In the boulder ratcheting model of Orloff et al., (2013) it has been suggested that apparently sorted, clastic networks could result from the interaction of boulders with a layer of carbon dioxide frost. In the winter, the temperatures drop and CO₂ from the atmosphere condenses to form a slab of frost up to a metre deep, trapping loose boulders.

These boulders are locked in place by the CO₂ frost and so are not moved when a thermal contraction fracture opens in the ground due to the change in temperature. The ground beneath the boulder, in contrast, moves away from the fracture with respect to the CO₂ slab. When the temperature rises again, it triggers the sublimation of the carbon dioxide frost and the closing of the contraction cracks. The boulders are now free to move with the ground beneath them and so there will be a net migration of boulders towards the contraction cracks for each annual cycle of CO₂ deposition and thermal contraction crack opening/closing. Over many such cycles, Orloff et al., (2013) suggest that this results in the formation of a clastic net parallel to the underlying fracture net. It should be noted that boulders are also seen lying within fracture troughs at some sites in Orloff’s study area, suggesting either that this mechanism results such a pattern as well, or that the gravitational slumping mechanisms can occur concurrently. The later seems most likely, as gravitational slumping can occur anywhere where a fracture is present.

Since the climate of modern day Mars is very cold and dry, hypotheses such as this, which do not require thawing of ground ice, are very interesting as they would potentially allow these features to form in the present day. Thaw related processes frequently rely on a favourable microclimate, or past period when the climate was more suitable for pattern formation. Boulder ratcheting could potentially be more ubiquitous on present day Mars. However, the boulder ratcheting hypothesis involves a process with no terrestrial analogue, and so additional evidence, from experimental or modelling studies would be required to demonstrate that this mechanism would produce the observed result.

1.4.2. Gravitational sorting

Boulder patterns in the Martian high latitudes could result from the gravitational sorting of large clastic material (Levy et al., 2010, 2008a; Mellon et al., 2008). In this model, the presence of degraded fracture polygons can result in the slumping and rolling of boulders into the topographic lows, producing clastic polygons (Levy et al., 2008a). This hypothesis would not require the action of freeze thaw processes nor an interaction of boulders with carbon dioxide frost. Consequently, it would provide a simpler mechanism to explain the observed structures at sites where fracture control is apparent. On the other hand, it is not clear how irregular boulders would be able to move on the low slopes seen on the shoulders of thermal contraction cracks.
1.4.3. Periglacial sorting

On Earth, sorted patterns result from the cyclical freezing and thawing of the permafrost active layer. It has been suggested (Gallagher and Balme, 2011) that Martian clastic networks could have formed through similar processes. Such landforms could be relic features, which formed at a time when the climate of Mars was more favourable to thaw, or they could form in unusual microclimates where the temperature rises above the freezing point of water on a regular basis. It is further possible that the presence of brines such as magnesium perchlorate in the Martian near surface could depress the freezing point and allow thawing to occur despite the low temperatures on Mars (Hecht, 2002; Marion et al., 2010). The recent detection of hydrated salts in the vicinity of recurring slope lineae (RSI) in the equatorial regions of Mars by Ojha et al., (2015) lends some weight to this hypothesis, since these are thought to form on present day Mars as liquid flows of brine or water on steep slopes.

The periglacial hypothesis is difficult to test without in situ observations. Similarities in morphology and situation to terrestrial features can provide circumstantial evidence for a periglacial origin, but direct observation of freezing and thawing is not possible using the remote sensing images we currently have available.

It is theoretically possible that changes in the arrangement of clasts could be observed in iterative HiRISE image, and that this might support one or other formation mechanism. However complex clastic patterns take a long time to evolve, and so significant changes would not be expected in the relatively short time series that is currently available. There is also a general lack of repeat observations by HiRISE in this area. Critically remote sensing images are not capable of detecting the small scale elevation changes associated with frost heaving, or the presence or absence of subsurface ices, which would be direct evidence of freeze-thaw sorting.

The presence of perchlorate salts in proximity to a sorted site would support this hypothesis, as it could indicate that thaw is practical at that location. Such identification might be possible using orbital reflectance spectroscopy techniques, as has been done for very recently formed salt deposits near RSL (Ojha et al., 2015). However, given Mars’ annual dust deposition rates (Aharonson et al., 2003; Landis and Jenkins, 2000), and given that orbital remote sensing reflectance spectroscopy detection of any minerals on Mars can be prevented by the presence of very thin dust layers (Ruff, 2002), it is perhaps unlikely that such observations could easily be made unless such salts were formed extremely recently.

2. Methods

2.1. Study area

Located at 64.9°N, 9.3°W, Lomonosov crater is a 150 km diameter impact structure with a ~ 100 km radius ejecta blanket. It is surrounded by the generally low-lying plains of the Vastitas Borealis. The region of north-eastern Acidalia Planitia in the vicinity of Lomonosov crater has a very dense concentration of clastic networks compared to most of the Northern Plains. The Lomonosov region is characterized by numerous blockfields which range in size from a few hundred metres to about a kilometre across. These boulder patches are the densest concentrations of boulders in the area. Many form “boulder halos”; rings of rubbly material which surround small or buried impact craters (Levy et al., 2008a; Orloff et al., 2011).

In many patches, the metre-scale clasts do not appear to be randomly distributed. Instead they form lines and arcs of clasts. In some cases, these appear to be part of a discontinuous network, with network elements having diameters of around 20–50 m. Many of these structures appear to be morphologically similar to the sorted polygons found in terrestrial periglacial environments, albeit on a much larger scale.

It is likely that these clusters of boulders were emplaced through ejection of fragmented material from their associated impact craters (Levy et al., 2008a) or perhaps by fragmentation of the local bedrock and exposure by erosion. The boulders were distributed around the crater, presumably in a somewhat random distribution, and later arranged by other processes to form the observed patterns (Levy et al., 2010, 2008a; Mellon et al., 2008; Orloff et al., 2011, 2013; Orloff, 2012).

An example of a boulder patch is illustrated in Fig. 2. Some boulder fields are underlain by fracture patterns, while others are on smooth ground without any visible fractures. No examples of sorted patterned ground have been found outside the boulder patches, where clasts are more sparsely distributed.

147 boulder clusters were examined across the 17 HiRISE images within 500 km of Lomonosov crater. Five of these images cover sections of the crater interior while 12 are located on the surrounding plains. Table 1 lists the HiRISE images examined in this area. The distribution of images adjacent to Lomonosov crater is shown in Fig. 3.

2.2. Surveying procedure

Boulder patches are clearly visible in Context Camera (CTX) and High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) images, however only sites with HiRISE images were chosen for this study, as it proved
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Solar longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSP_001520_2470</td>
<td>Exterior West of crater</td>
<td>66.575°</td>
<td>332.881°</td>
<td>139.4°, Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP_007440_2455</td>
<td>Interior Crater interior</td>
<td>64.987°</td>
<td>351.008°</td>
<td>37.6°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP_010051_2435</td>
<td>Exterior West of crater</td>
<td>63.094°</td>
<td>339.264°</td>
<td>128.6°, Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP_060644_2455</td>
<td>Interior Crater interior</td>
<td>65.264°</td>
<td>349.498°</td>
<td>151.5°, Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA_000646_2475</td>
<td>Exterior East of crater</td>
<td>67.069°</td>
<td>0.012°</td>
<td>114.4°, Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017079_2410</td>
<td>Exterior South of crater</td>
<td>60.458°</td>
<td>348.761°</td>
<td>66.0°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017111_2485</td>
<td>Exterior East of crater</td>
<td>68.041°</td>
<td>6.672°</td>
<td>67.7°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017580_2460</td>
<td>Interior North wall</td>
<td>65.672°</td>
<td>350.288°</td>
<td>83.0°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017632_2475</td>
<td>Exterior East of crater</td>
<td>67.054°</td>
<td>9.226°</td>
<td>84.8°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017685_2490</td>
<td>Exterior East of crater</td>
<td>68.743°</td>
<td>-1.182°</td>
<td>86.6°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_019900_2470</td>
<td>Exterior East of crater</td>
<td>66.925°</td>
<td>9.267°</td>
<td>169.7°, Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_022738_2415</td>
<td>Exterior South of crater</td>
<td>61.061°</td>
<td>348.710°</td>
<td>347.6°, Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_025294_2415</td>
<td>Exterior South of crater</td>
<td>61.426°</td>
<td>348.533°</td>
<td>45.4°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_025769_2435</td>
<td>Exterior West of crater</td>
<td>63.168°</td>
<td>339.345°</td>
<td>61.7°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_026441_2460</td>
<td>Interior East Wall</td>
<td>65.306°</td>
<td>352.299°</td>
<td>84.6°, Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_026850_2475</td>
<td>Exterior North West</td>
<td>67.343°</td>
<td>345.811°</td>
<td>98.7°, Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_027918_2455</td>
<td>Interior East Wall</td>
<td>65.061°</td>
<td>351.573°</td>
<td>37.6°, Spring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Map of Lomonosov crater showing the location of the crater rim and the extent of the central dune field. The distribution of HiRISE images across the crater interior is shown. Right to left across north crater wall: PSP_010644_2455, PSP_017580_2460, PSP_010051_2460, ESP_026441_2460. Crater centre: PSP_007440_2455, PSP_000204_2450, ESP_027918_2455. To the east of crater: ESP_027153_2455 (Credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. Background: THEMIS IR day 100 m global map (Christensen et al., 2010,) with MOLA global topographic map for context (Smith et al., 2001)).

Unreliable to determine whether organization was present using lower resolution images. In a HiRISE image (25 cm/pixel) individual boulders can be distinguished and an assessment can be made of whether any degree of organisation of the clasts is present.

All boulder patches within the study area were identified and those covered by HiRISE images were assessed for a number of parameters. Firstly, the presence and quality of a sorted net was assessed. This was done using the semi-quantitative scale described in Section 2.3, below. In order to confirm that this assessment was reliable, examples from across the study area were digitized into a point shapefile using ArcGIS software by adding a single point to represent each discernible clast. An average nearest neighbour analysis was then conducted on these point shapefiles to determine whether the distribution of boulders was significantly different from a random distribution.

The presence of an underlying fracture pattern was determined by visual inspection of the entire area covered by the boulder patch. If fractures were present anywhere within the patch then it was considered to have the potential for fracture control and was examined more closely. The likelihood that the sorted net was related to the underlying fracture pattern was assessed using the following criteria:

- The two networks were present in the same parts of the image.
- The boulder network appeared to mirror the fracture network.
- Boulders were present within fractures.

2.3. Sorting classification

A semi-quantitative scale was designed to classify the degree to which organisation was present in any given boulder patch. The degree of sorting at each of these sites was ranked between zero (no evidence of organisation) and five (exhibiting a distinct sorted pattern). The criteria are summarised below (Table 2).

In order to perform this classification, the observed features were compared to type examples from previous studies on this subject, in particular from Gallagher et al. (2011b). A grade was chosen based on the arrangement of clasts and the similarity of the features to the type examples. Sites which were classified as falling between grades zero to two are considered to lack patterned ground. There may be a small amount of clustering of clasts, but not sufficient to suggest that the arrangement is indicative of an underlying process. Sites with grade three may suggest that a sorting process is at work but remains uncertain, while those classified as grades four or five are considered to be organized due to geomorphic processes.

2.4. Nearest neighbour analysis

Assessing by eye whether a pattern is present within an arrangement of clasts is inescapably subjective. Consequently, this semi-quantitative assessment was tested using an average nearest neighbour analysis approach to determine whether sites which had been rated as being organised were in fact significantly different from a random distribution.

The nearest neighbour analysis (Clark and Evans, 1954) is a statistical technique which assesses whether there is a pattern in a population of points by comparing the distances between each point and its nearest neighbours to the expected distance based on a hypothetical random pattern. The resulting ratio (R) indicates
Fig. 4. Illustration of clastic patterns of each sorting grade; a) Grade 0, no evidence of sorting, b) grade 1, uncertain organization, c) grade 2 possible clustering of clasts, d) grade 3, clear lines and arcs, e) grade 4, discontinuous net, f) grade 5, continuous network, note that only small areas of grade 5 terrain occur within larger patches of discontinuous networks.
whether the features under analysis are randomly distributed, clustered, or dispersed. An R value of zero indicates that all points plot in the same location. R values between zero and one indicate a clustered arrangement while R values greater than one suggest that the arrangement of points is significantly dispersed. The theoretical maximum dispersion is R = 2.149, indicating that the points are arranged in a triangular lattice. Table 3 describes the range of R values that can be returned. Fig. 5 shows the types of patterns these values reflect.

The null hypothesis for this test is that the distribution of points is spatially random and consequently, has an R-value of one. The probability that this is the case is given by the p-value. Low p-values suggest that the distribution is very unlikely to be random, and that the distribution of the points has been influenced by some underlying process. A z-score gives the standard deviation of the result. A z-score between −1.96 and 1.96 indicates that the pattern is not significantly different from a random distribution at a confidence of 0.05. A z-score less than −1.96 or greater than 1.94 returns a significantly clustered or dispersed result respectively; the null hypothesis can thus be rejected. Significance can be assessed either using the p-value or the z-score. Variations on the nearest neighbour approach have previously been applied to assessing randomness arrangements of fracture polygons (e.g. Dutilleul et al., 2009; Haltigin et al., 2012).

When the method was tested using examples of terrestrial patterned ground it was found that the resolution of the image strongly affected the result (Barrett, 2014). High resolution images, taken in-situ, preserved all of the detail of the pattern, so the clustering of clasts within a coarse domain could be detected by the nearest neighbour analysis. In remote sensing images, this was not the case. In air photos and satellite images (similar to those available for Mars) a strongly dispersed result was generally returned. This is due to the appearance of only the coarse domain in these images. It is impossible to see the clustering of smaller clasts within the coarse domains and so only the discontinuous network of very large clasts can be detected. Albedo differences that reflect the underlying pattern do not inform the test, only discrete clasts.

Although the occurrence of boulders large enough to be resolved is largely random, their distribution around the feature is not. In terrestrial sorted patterned ground, larger clasts are distributed into a polygonal lattice around open fine domains. The large boulders are seen by the algorithm as being spread out around the fine domains and so it returns a dispersed result. Organisation can still be detected in these features, despite the fact that most of the detail is below the resolution of the image. It is thus expected that the nearest neighbour analysis will return a dispersed result in most cases where organisation appears to be present. The patterns of boulders at twenty-five sites across the Lomonosov Region were digitized using ArcGIS. A variety of sites that had been classified with different grades of sorting were examined, as well as (i) transitional sites which were less easy to classify, and (ii) some locations where no pattern was believed to be present, and the boulders appeared randomly distributed. Several representative sites for each category of the classification system were selected so that this analysis would be applied to all varieties of patterned ground described in the previous section.

Three sites with no appreciable pattern were selected, along with two grade one sites, where uncertain clustering was present. A site which was transitional between grades one and two was also selected. Five grade two sites were examined, including examples where clustering was less certain, and some at the higher end of grade two which almost appeared to have coherent lines and arcs. A similar variety of grade three sites were selected, including a transitional site where the lines and arcs were almost sufficient to be classified as a discontinuous network. Five grade four sites were chosen, as were the clastic stripes illustrated in Fig. 9. This was the only grade five site where a pattern extended over a large
enough area to be used for the nearest neighbour analysis. Most grade five networks consist of smaller patches with a continuous pattern within larger discontinuous nets. This variety of sites provides a good range of different feature types, and examples which are characteristic of most of the varieties observed during the survey (Fig. 4).

3. Results

3.1. Results of the nearest neighbour analysis

It was found that most of the sites which appeared highly sorted, exhibiting a discontinuous net and scoring four on the classification scheme, yielded results suggesting that they were strongly dispersed. All of the grade four sites returned a dispersed result, as did the grade 3 site classified as being transitional with grade four. One other grade 3 site returned a dispersed result as did several of the higher end grade two sites (although this could be due to the low boulder density at some of these sites rather than the presence of a stronger sorting pattern). Most of the other grade three sites indicated clustering of boulders. Only one low grade 3 site returned a randomly distributed result (Tables 4 and 5).

The low grade 2 sites, where very little organisation was observed in the visual survey, generally returned a random classification. Both sites which were selected for having apparent rubble piles returned a “random” result. This is probably because many small clasts surround the denser concentrations of clasts and these randomly distributed clasts are identified as the average structure across these areas rather than the small clusters. If different sizes of boulder could be given a different weighting, then these sites might return a different result.

Both sites with stripes returned clustered results due to the arrangement of clasts within the stripes. This was the expected result for these features. Most of the sites which were selected for their lack of an apparent pattern (grades zero and one) returned a “clustered” result, with a few found to be “randomly” distributed. There is a clear difference between sites graded as having high organization, which have a consistently dispersed pattern, and low-graded sites with a random or clustered result. These results would seem to suggest that the “background” arrangement of clasts is generally either random or clustered depending on the site. Sites with higher sorting grades do display clast arrangements that are significantly different to those expected from randomly emplaced clasts. This suggests that an underlying geomorphological process is likely to be responsible for the apparent structure in their emplacement, rather than it being the result of chance. The fact that similar patterns occur across the region, and return similar results in this test, reinforces this conclusion. This also suggests that the semi-quantitative grading is largely reliable as a means of assessing the organization at a given site.

3.2. Distribution of clastic patterns

Table 4 shows the distribution of patterns of different sorting grades. The only site with grade 5 sorting across a large area occurs in image ESP_01731_2485 where numerous clastic stripes are seen (Fig. 9). 15 boulder patches contain features classified as discontinuous nets (grade 4 sorting). Several of these are located in the two HiRISE images covering the west of the Lomonosov crater floor.
Fig. 6. Results of the boulder patch classification. Each inset shows the distribution of graded features within one or more HiRISE images (NASA/JPL/University of Arizona). The central image shows site locations overlain on the geological map of the Martian Northern Plains (Tanaka et al., 2005), which illustrates the extent of the Lomonosov crater ejecta blanket. 17 images exhibit features.
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(ESP_017580_2460 and PSP_010644_2455). Grade 4 sorting also occurs in ESP_025294_2415, located to the south of Lomonosov crater, and in PSP_010051_2435, to the far west of Lomonosov. These five images are considered to be most likely to contain evidence of organised, clastic, patterned ground.

Thirty-five sites (23.8% of total) exhibit clear lines of clasts (grade 3) and so may be evidence of a partially developed clastic network. However 26 sites (17.69% of total) show no evidence of organisation and 32 sites (21.77%) have uncertain clustering but no clear pattern, giving a total of 58 sites (39.46%) where sorting is unlikely to be present.
3.3. Examples of clastic patterns

A variety of different features were observed during this investigation. Most locations that exhibit a high likelihood of sorting consist of patches of discontinuous polygonal networks. However, a few locations were found with different types of patterned ground: two sites contain possible clastic stripes, and several patches of rubble piles were also observed.

Rubble piles are frequently found on Mars, in areas classified as “basketball terrain” due to their stippled appearance in low-resolution images (Malin and Edgett, 2001; Mellon et al., 2008). They often overlie fracture polygons. These rubble piles are morphologically similar to sorted islands, which occur in areas of patterned ground on Earth. It is thus possible that they are an expression of the same process which causes clustering of clasts in polygonally patterned areas. Sorted islands, along with labyrinthine arrangements of clasts result from the interaction of polygon coarse domains (Kessler and Werner, 2003).

Clastic stripes (Washburn, 1956) are often found in proximity to sorted polygons on Earth, and form through related processes. They result from the elongation of sorted polygons in the direction of an underlying slope and are thus usually found on hillsides, whereas the more circular polygons occur on flatter ground (e.g. Kessler et al., 2001; Kessler and Werner, 2003). The stripe examples are more likely to be associated with the polygon networks, as they are often found in the same general areas. Rubble piles occur over a wider range and are not always coincident. It was nonetheless thus decided to include these features in the survey.

The polygonal sites are the focus of this investigation, since these were most numerous, and were most likely to have been influenced by fracture patterns. Figs. 7 through 9 illustrate a variety of morphologies that were observed.

HiRISE image ESP_017580_2460 overlaps the northern wall of Lomonosov crater. This image contains 21 boulder clusters, all of which show some form of clast organization, with the highest sorting grade found in the image being 3. In several areas across this image boulders are seen to be grouped into lines and arcs. In a few cases, they form regions of clear ground surrounded by discontinuous lines and clusters of metre scale boulders (Fig. 7). Similar structures can be found in HiRISE image PSP_010644_2455, covering the crater interior just to the west of the site detailed in Fig. 7. Again, clear areas of ground are enclosed by semi-polygons of larger clastic material. Very few areas are completely enclosed, but all 14 boulder patches in this area seem to exhibit some form of organisation (grade 4 in some areas).

A few more discontinuous nets can be found in image PSP_007440_2455 near the centre of Lomonosov crater. As with the other sites, several fields of boulders can be seen. Here larger, ∼4 m diameter, boulders appear to be arranged into a polygonal pattern but the clear areas are much smaller relative to the size of the clasts, making it harder to be certain that this isn’t a random arrangement which just appears organised in places.

Possible sorting is not confined to the interior of Lomonosov crater, similar boulder halos and rubble fields occur across the region. Several images to the south of Lomonosov crater exhibit possible polygons. Image ESP_025294_2415 (Fig. 8) exhibits discontinuous nets. Here, thin lines of metre-scale boulders are more spread out, but seem to enclose open areas and in some cases are accompanied by a slight change in albedo below the clastic lines. Whether this is due to changes in the underlying material, the presence of sub-pixel scale materials, or is the result of the boulders shadowing the ground around them is uncertain. All ten boulder patches within this image exhibit possible sorting and the highest grade found in this image is grade four.

Image ESP_017685_2490 (Fig. 9) covers a medium-sized impact crater where clear clastic stripes can be seen across a wide swath of the crater wall. Running from the rim of the crater down into the interior, these features overlay a net of fracture polygons and are also located within a series of light and dark bands: the ground beneath the clasts seems to be darker, while lighter ground is found between the stripes. This could indicate the presence of sub-pixel scale clasts. This site contains the best examples of organization of clasts found within the survey. The stripes appear to grade into more polygonal structures high up on the crater wall towards the west of the image. Near the centre of the image, the stripes merge into a labyrinthine pattern that covers much of the crater floor. There is a clear fracture pattern in this area. However, the arrangement of the clasts into parallel stripes does not match the underlying fracture distribution, which is polygonal in nature. Similar observations were made by Gallagher et al., (2011) in Heimdall crater, where clastic stripes and lobate structures were observed on the crater wall but did not always align with nearby fracture patterns. Johnsson et al., 2012 report similar features.

4. Analysis

4.1. Testing the fracture control hypotheses

If the hypothesis that the organisation of clasts is controlled by underlying fracture patterns is correct then the observed or-
organized clastic patterns can be expected to occur on terrain containing well-developed fracture networks, and the distribution of clasts should follow the pattern of the fractures. Consequently, it is possible to assess whether the patterns of clast organization in a sample region appear to be fracture controlled, or whether the organisation of clasts appears to be independent of any thermal contraction polygons.

Fracture patterns are found in 13 out of the 17 HiRISE images surveyed. Fractures are much less common in the images covering the crater interior, than those beyond the crater walls. Very faint fractures can be seen at a few sites, but most boulder patches within Lomonosov crater itself do not overlay fracture nets at all. Images covering the plains beyond the ejecta of Lomonosov crater exhibit more pronounced fracture networks. All 147 boulder patches were assessed independently to determine whether they exhibited fracture control. The results are shown in Table 6.

Fractures are clearly present in 85 of the 147 boulder patches and are tentatively identified in a further seven. Fifty-five boulder patch sites definitely do not exhibit fractures. Of the sites where fractures can be found, only 21 show a relationship between the arrangement of clasts and the underlying fracture network. A further 35 sites have an uncertain relationship, in which it is not clear whether the organisation of clasts mirrors that of an underlying fracture net. Even if the presence of a fracture net controls the organisation of boulders at these sites there remain 91 sites where there is no link between the two, either due to the absence of fractures or the absence of a clear relationship between the patterns.

Table 7 summarises the results for each HiRISE image considered in the survey. The number of boulder clusters within an image and the number that exhibit organisation are listed. The presence or absence of fractures is then stated, as any relationship between clasts and fractures is described.

The presence or absence of an underlying fracture net was also filtered against the sorting grade classifications, to assess whether the presence of an underlying fracture net appeared to be responsible for the degree of boulder organisation at these sites. Table 8 summarises the number of sites of each sorting grade, with and without fractures, and the number of sites which appear to exhibit fracture control. In cases where the number of sites with or without fractures and with or without fracture control do not add up to the total, it is because sites where a fracture net is uncertain have not been counted.

It can be seen that the sites without fractures generally have a higher sorting grade than those with fractures, while the sites where fractures are present, but unrelated, are also correlated with higher sorting grades than sites where there does seem to be a relationship.

In many cases, the sites where the two network types appear to be related consist of clusters of boulders separated by the fractures, rather than lines of clasts following fracture lines, or discontinuous nets superimposed on the fracture pattern. This morphology is to be expected anywhere a fracture network cross-cuts a boulder field, and so is not indicative of the boulder ratcheting processes proposed by Orloff et al. (2013). It is also not consistent with the gravitational sorting mechanism in which clasts are concentrated by slumping into polygon-bounding troughs (Levy et al., 2010; Mellon et al., 2008).

All sites exhibiting probable fracture control on the clastic patterns are located on the plains beyond the ejecta of Lomonosov crater. This region has more fracture patterns than the crater interior, so more environments where fracture control can occur. There are only three images where all of the boulder halos appear to exhibit fracture control: all of the sites within ESP_026850_2475 appear to be fracture controlled. These features consist of clastic networks ranging from grade 1 to grade 3. Some of these features include coherent lines of clasts following the underlying fractures. The same is found in PSP_001520_2470, where both boulder clusters (grade 2 and 3 respectively) exhibit a degree of fracture control. However, in this instance the fractures are much fainter. TRA_000846_2475 is the only other image where all of the sites appear fracture controlled, but here all of the sites within the image are grade 2 and so do not suggest a very strong likelihood that sorting is present in the first place.

Several other images have a few boulder patches which appear to exhibit fracture control, usually corresponding to patches with low sorting grades. The only grade four site to exhibit fracture control is in ESP_025294_2415, to the south of Lomonosov crater. This site overlays faint fractures, which are more pronounced elsewhere in the image. Here the discontinuous net definitely reflects the underlying fracture pattern. One other site in this image contains a grade four net with underlying fractures, but here there is less well-expressed fracture control. PSP_010051_2435 contains a grade four discontinuous clastic net with possible fracture control from the faint underlying polygons, but here it is impossible to be certain that the fractures and the clastic net are consistent in orientation and location.

4.2. Boulder ratcheting or gravitational sorting?

The two fracture control mechanisms would produce a different arrangement of clasts. If gravitational sorting predominates then clasts would be expected to be found inside troughs or overlying fractures. If boulder ratcheting produces the arrangements then
boulder patterns would be expected to follow the lines of fractures, but not to overlay them.

In order to evaluate whether either of these situations predominates within the fracture controlled sites the relationship between clasts and fractures was characterised. Of the sites where fracture control might have been present, the likelihood of fracture control was assessed and the type of relationship categorised (Table 9).

It can be seen that the majority of sites where fracture control is possible have a tendency for clasts to be clustered between or around the fractures, rather than overlaying or within them. Sites where clasts can be seen to be in troughs are scarce, although these are more likely to be definite fracture control sites, due to the clearer relationship making it easier to evaluate whether they are related. Many of the sites where boulders are clustered between fractures are categorised as possibly exhibiting fracture control, but this is often uncertain.

This would seem to suggest that a boulder ratcheting hypothesis is more likely to explain sites where fracture control is evident. However, the generally low proportion of sites where fracture control is likely means that these features may simply occur through chance. Many sites have uncertain fracture control; relatively few have a definite relationship between the positions of the clasts and the underlying fracture pattern. Table 10 lists all instances of possible fracture control and describes the type of relationship observed.

5. Conclusions

Examples of putative clastic patterned ground were observed across the study area. Low graded patterned ground was ubiq-

Table 6
Summary of results of the analysis to determine how many sites exhibited fracture control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presence of fractures</th>
<th>Number of sites</th>
<th>Percentage of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No fractures</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>37.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractures uncertain</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractures present</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>57.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7
Summary of results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIRISE image</th>
<th>Boulder clusters</th>
<th>Showing organisation</th>
<th>Max sorting grade</th>
<th>Fractures present</th>
<th>Fracture control evident</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017580_2460</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 possible</td>
<td>Clasts by fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_027918_2455</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Lines of clasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_007440_2455</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 possible</td>
<td>Discontinuous net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_010644_2455</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Discontinuous net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_026441_2460</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Lines of clasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA_008486_2475</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 certain</td>
<td>Lines of clasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017131_2485</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9 possible, 1 certain</td>
<td>Possible clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017632_2475</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15 possible, 1 certain</td>
<td>Discontinuous net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_019900_2470</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 certain</td>
<td>Lines of clasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_026830_2475</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 certain</td>
<td>Clastic stripes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_025769_2435</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Lines of clasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_010051_2435</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 possible, 2 certain</td>
<td>Faint net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_001520_2470</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 certain</td>
<td>Discontinuous net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_023738_2415</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 possible</td>
<td>No sorting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_025294_2415</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 possible, 2 certain</td>
<td>Possible stripes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_017079_2410</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 possible, 4 certain</td>
<td>Clasts by fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP_026441_2460</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No sorting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8
Fracture control assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>All sites</th>
<th>With fractures</th>
<th>Without fractures</th>
<th>Fracture control</th>
<th>No relationship</th>
<th>HIRISE images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No evidence of organisation</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Uncertain clustering</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Clustering of clasts</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Clear lines and arcs</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Discontinuous net</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Continuous net</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9
Categorisation of fracture control relationships around Lomonosov crater.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clast-fracture relationship</th>
<th>Number of sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clustering between fractures</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clasts in troughs</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tous in the HiRISE images examined, while more strongly organised sites were less common. It is interesting that the locations with highly graded patterns are not restricted to the crater interior, and are in fact scattered quite widely across the study area. They occur within a variety of different terrains ranging from the flat ground of the Northern Plains to the steeper slopes of crater walls. The presence of the same landforms in widely spaced images would seem to suggest that whatever process is responsible for their formation is occurring across the area, rather than being limited to one or more unusual micro-environments.

It was found that the majority of sites examined in the Lomonosov area did not exhibit a relationship between apparently organized clastic patterns and thermal contraction fracture networks. Fractures were present at a large number of sites, but did not appear to be substantially influencing the arrangement of clasts. Furthermore, a larger number of boulder patches exhibiting higher grade sorting were found at sites with no evidence of fracture control. Thus, although these fracture-control hypotheses cannot be completely ruled out, it seems unlikely that they account for the observed organisation of clasts into network-like patterns.

There is a substantial amount of uncertainty involved in any remote sensing study, and this must be acknowledged when considering the results of this investigation. Although fracture control does not appear to be prevalent at this site it is impossible to be certain how these features formed from the currently available data. Higher resolution images, or ideally in-situ observations would be required to definitively rule out a fracture controlled scenario.
That said, the absence of a clear fracture controlled arrangement suggests that a different mechanism would most likely be required to shape the development of these patterns. One theory is that these features might result from periglacial freeze-thaw sorting, possibly augmented by the presence of cryobyrines. The lack of fracture controlled arrangements at this site leaves open the possibility of a periglacial formation mechanism, however the rejection of these alternate hypotheses is not intended to address competing models. Further investigations are required to evaluate the remaining model, and it is always possible that an as yet unknown mechanism could be responsible for the development of these features.

In conclusion, while fracture control may be responsible for some of the lower grade features within the study area, it is clear that the majority of the discontinuous nets across the area are not fracture controlled. In particular while the sorted stripes in ESP_017131_2485, the only large area to score a grade five on the classification scheme within this study area, do overlay a fracture net; they do not exhibit any evidence of fracture control. This is the same relationship observed by Gallagher et al., (2011) in Heimdal crater, and shows that the sorting process and the fracturing process are probably not related at these locations. Neither the frost locking nor the gravitational sorting hypotheses therefore seem likely to account for the organisation of clasts apparent in the Lomonosov crater region.
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